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onventional wisdom in the software industry
decrees that it’s good practice to conduct a postmortem study at the end of each project. The literature is liberally salted with exhortations not to m i s s
thls important opportunity to learn from our m i s takes.’-6Some would even suggest that thls is not
jiust a useful undertaking, but one of the fundamental principles of
!;uccessfulsoftware development. Alan Davis for instance lists it as

I

“Pmciple 172: Conduct a Postmoi-tem . . . . At the end of every prqect, give all
the key project plajevs a thwe- orfour-dajt a.w@ameiat to analyze eueiy problem
that occuwed during the pivject . . .”-

Don Norman goes so far as to suggest that postmortem inforination be made part of a national repository similar to the
hiation Safety Reporting System run by NASA-Atnes. The information culled from a postmortem, he argues, is so valuable that it
!;hould be shared.#
The rationale authors most often cite for postmortem analysis is
that only by analyzing our shortcomings can we learn to do better.
’This idea is aptly and elegantly stated by Henry Petroski:
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“Sigraals’Icccesse.7 in e@teen?zg
have tended t o aipise n o t o u t of a
steady and inn.ementalac~mulntzon
o f .mcces$d experience, but rather- in
reaction to the jailwes of the past. ” ”

Failure, of course, is a subject on which
the postmortem must dwell. hs Norman

observes, “the behavior we call human
error is just as predictable as system noise,
perhaps more so.’”Just as a circuit designer tries to contain the effects of expected
noise, we can try to approximate a statistical quality coiitrol over the human failures
that plague projects: underestimation,
function inflation, requirements mismatch, and so on. W e must begin by cataloging such failures and learning from
their patterns. T h e postmortem plays a
key role in this process.

WHY A DEFlNED PR
T h e focus on human error explains
the attraction of conducting a postmortem, i t also explains why we s o
often neglect this key activity and thus
fail to learn from past mistakes For
example, in a survey of 92 mediums u e d MIS organizations, Kuldeep
I(umar found that more than one fifth
did n o postmortems whatsoever Of
the companies that did conduct thein,
more than half did so on fewer than
half of their projects.’”W h e n asked
why more postmortems were not conducted, managers trotted out the usual
suspects unavailable staff, shortage of

qualified analysis personnel, no agreedupon criteria for evaluation, pressures
of work, and so on. T o complicate
matters further, the organizations t h a t
elected not to participate in Kumar’s
study (79 percent of those asked) were
almost certainly less prone to do postmortem analysis. Even the least jaded
system developer harbors a grim suspicion that the projects not subjected to
postmortem analysis are the very ones
we could learn the most from.
Concern about frank analysis of failure creates a natural disincentive within the organization to conduct a postmortem; it also creates apprehension in
the individual preparing to take part in
ones that are held. Both of these effects
can be alleviated by a well-understood,
defined process that is put into place
before the event.
,4 few organizations have shown
signs of having such defined processes,” but have an understandable reluctance to share the details: Aiiy company that might someday end up in court
is wary about calling attention to the
way it captures information about its
failures. T h e result is that postmortem
procedures are continually being
invented anew as each organization
tries to define a way to conduct postproject reviews. T h e postmortem exists
to help us learn from past successes
and failures, but, ironically, we haven’t
yet come up with a way to learn from
past successes and failures in developing the postmortem processes.

ining complex systems and guiding project teams to identify the few vital
improvements that will help them attain
their goals. But by itself, conducting a
postmortem is no guarantee that beneficial change will occur: W e have seen
projects put out volumes of postmortem
findings (80 pages or more) with results
so unstructured and vague as not to be
actionable. T h e method in this madness
definitely matters.
W e decided, therefore, that our
defined process had to:
+ Put in place a set of documented,
well-understood procedures and guidelines that would be available to all participants prior to the postmortem.
+ Establish communication channels that would elicit even difficult
findings without compromising i d vidual safety.
+ Make clear to all participants that
the process would be positive and
blame-free.
+ Respond to the common concern
that postmortem results are destined
for a write-only repository and have no
effect on future projects.
+ Provide an appropriate balance
between the cost of postmortems (precious people time) and the return on
investment. P a r t of the r e t u r n o n
investment would include therapeutic
benefits, as well as insight into root
causes and their effects and actions
real changes in behavior on
taken
the part of the organization.
~

WHY THIS PROCESS?

T h e goal of a postmortem is not so
much to gain insight into events that
impede software development as to use
the analysis results to improve methods
and practices. Discovering which
behaviors need changing is not a trivial
task in complex systems, particularly on
large, lengthy projects. In our proposed
process, we use proactive problem-solving tools“ that are well-suited to exam-

W e have each worked with a handful
of carefully selected defined processes
for conducting postmortem and “lessons
learned” sessions and applied them in a
dozen o r so organizations. W e have
involved more than 1,300 project members on some 22 projects in postmortem
events. This experience gave us a rare
opportunity to write down a defined
process that would be useful to others.
W-e combined elements of our individJ U L Y 1996

ual experiences to come up with an
aggregate, five-part defined process:
+ Design andpwmulgate a pmject myvey, a mechanism for collecting project
information without compromising the
confidentiality of o u r respondents
(potentially all project participants).
+ Collect objective piq’ect iTzfomnatioia,
data that reveals the project’s health,
such as resource costs, boundary conditions, schedule predictability, defect
counts, and so on (although such inforrnation is largely objective, we use some
subjective scaling to capture it).
Coizduct a debriefing meeting, a
structured gathering of project members aimed at collecting information
that the survey has missed (and organized in part to allow people to vent).
+ Conduct a Pivject Histovy Day, a
meeting of a selected subset of project
participants aimed a t reviewing project
event5 and all project data, leveraging all
input from the previous steps, and using
Deming-like quality management methods” to discover key insights into the
project dynamics and its driving forces.
+ Publish the mults, a report to the
organization focused o n using postmortem lessons learned to guide organizational improvement.
Finally, the postmortem must have a
well-understood link to the conduct of
fiihire projects. This link must be in the
form of a commitment by management.
W e now describe the five steps and
suggest a form for this management
commitment. Although you may elect
to invent your own defined process for
postmortems - one that is tailored to
your project’s size and the particular
needs of your company - we hope
that our process can he a starting point
for your invention, a way to avoid
beginning with a blank sheet of paper.

project team’s input about a wide vari-

,

Survey design. T h e first requirement

i ety of project-related topics. Survey of designing a project survey is to deter~

results can inform and guide the rest of mine what questions to ask. Crafting
the process in two ways: It can help 1 survey questions that are simple, direct,
focus the subsequent meetings by estab- ’ and precise is a challenging task. In
lishing scope and severity of the major addition to skills in attitude-scale conissues and it can provide the organiza- struction,I’ you must have a clear under, tion with some quantitative, cross-prostanding of the major issues and dynam1 ject data that can be used t o track ics that determine project success or
improvement over time. For example, if failure. Some categories of questions are
a given project reports that communica- common to most large software protions about status were ineffective, we jects; a generic set of such categories is
can use that information to help project presented in the box on page 68, along
I management determine areas to with sample questions.
improve, and then watch this piece of ’
Most projects start out with a list of
i data on successive project postmortems , questions that is far too long. T o filter
’ to see if the changes we made brought the list, we subject questions to tests
like these, which are designed to call
improvement.
For large projects, electronic sur- attention to empty or useless questions:
veys allow team leaders to collect vol+ W h a t does this question buy us?
uines of timely feedback. T h e post- What will we do with the information
mortem team in one of our organiza- ’ gained from the responses?
+ D o we already know the answer?
i tions used a Hypercard tool to gener’ ate an electronic survey, which was
+ D o e s t h e question appear t o
then posted on a server. Team mein- point a finger at a specific group or
bers downloaded the file to their local person?
Does the question appear to be
system and answered the questions,
including comments and demographic leading?
informaiion. W h e n the stack5 were
closed,.the results were automatically
POSTMORTEM RESOURCES
returned to the originator without
ON
THE INTERNET
identifying the respondent.
Responding to such a survey takes
Certain copyright-free docu30 minutes to an hour, depending on
ments and samples related to our
the number of questions, response
defined postmortem process are
time, and the respondent’s need to
available at http://www.wildfire.
comment. Projects using this scheme
com/research/postmortems.html.
have experienced survey return rates as
Arnong
the items on the site are
high as 20 to 30 percent. W e suspect
+ a concise, defined process in a
that many people who would not take
form suitable for adoption or adapthe time to fill out a paper survey or
tation;
come to a debriefing meeting will
respond t o t h e electronic survey.
+ a sample survey;
Beyond ease of use, the most likely dri+ a sample tabulation of
ver behind this high return rate is the
survey results;
anonymity that the surveys provide.
+ tips and tricks for facilitating
Once team members understand that
the various process steps;
the process allows (even solicits) negaSTEP 1:PROJECT SURVEY
+
sample affinity diagrams; and
tive feedback along with the positive,
+
a schedule-predictability tool.
Surveys, particularly if they are and that the source of the feedback canimplemented electronically, are a rela- not be identified, their sense of security
tively quick and painless way to get the and participation increases.
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SAMPLE SURVEY QUESTIONS
Our sample survey t h a t is posted on the web contains a dozen or so questions
in each of the eight categories, such as
Category One: SuDuort and Goals
Sm-rrpk question: Were interdivisional lines of responsihilitl\-clearly defined
throughout the project?
[ ] Always
[ ] Sometimes
[ ] Rarely
[ ] Xel-er
Category Two: Expectations and Communications
Sawrpk question: Did project-related meetings make effective use of your time?
[ ] Always
[ ] Sometimes
[ ] Rarely
[ ]Sever
Category Three: -Resolution:
LSn777p1equestion: Were you empowered to participate in discussions regarding
issues that affected your work?
[ ]Always
1 Sometimes [ ] Rarely
[ ] Never
Category Four: Information Access
L%n?pleqziestiorz: Did schedule changes and related decisions im-olved the right
people?
[ ]Always
[ ] Sometimes
[ ] Rarely
[ ] Sever
Category Five: Product SDecifications
Sample questimz: Was project definition done by the appropriate indiriduals?
[ 1 illways
[ ] Sometimes
[ ] Rarely
[ ] Ne\-er
Category Six: Engineeriiy Practices
Smnpk qiiestiofl/:Was the build process for the component area you worked on
effective?
[ ] Always
[ ] Soiiietimes
[ ] Rarely
[ ] Never
Category Seven: The Big Picture
Smvple pestioii: Considering the time-to-market constraint, n-ere the right
tradeoffs made 1)emeen features, quality, resources, and schedule for this product?
[ ] Always
[ ] Sometimes
[ ] Rarely
[ ] Serer
Category Eight: DemograDhics
Smipk question:What was your primary function on this project?
[ ] Quality Assuraiice
[ ] Development
[ 1 llarketing
[ ] Project Managment [ ] Documentation

+ Can we get this inforruation from
another, currently documented source:
After the list has been reduced to a
rnamgeablc set, it is time to scrub each
question^ remove ambiguities, check for
corniiion terminology, and examine the
language for biased statements, style
consistency, and so on T h e survey is
now ready to be sent
Evaluating results. As the results come
back, the w ork turns to tabulation and
evaluation We usually look a t the
number o f returns for each question
and the percent of responses for each
anSWer When the same questions are
used for multiple projects, organizations can begin to use the data to build
and test theories about their softwaredevelopment processes
So far, the input has been based on
the opinions and perspectives of team
members In the next step we c o n plement these subjective findings
with objective data.

STEP 2: COLLECT
OBJECTIVE "FORMATION

Critlcal to an) improvement effort,
metrics let a team knon 7%hether it has
inet or exceeded its mipro\ ement and
project goals Aletrics captured during
the project are collected i n the second
step of the postmortem process for
four reasons
+ The pocmoite7;rl 7nnst focus o n those
a7 ens that :~tllp i o m i e the bzggert m7p1 ooevzeizt opp(i7tz/7~iryData collecuoii helps
promde the directloii the team needs to
ensure a high return on its nine investment. Collecting simple data will provide teams both an indication of what
the real problems T{ ere and also the
magnitude of the problems T h i s
knowledge will focus the remaining
investigatlon efforts
+ Dnta collection m o r s p y e c t r allows
con7pairsons auors midtiple p u p t s This
will eventually let us see the effect of
improvement efforts When a small

change is made in the way defects are
isolated, for example, we can note if the
change had an effect on closure time
and, if so, the magnitude of the effect.
+ Pivject data pirovides infomation $Y
subsequent scheduling efforts. Though
schedule setting is and will remain an
imprecise science, individuals do get
better at it over time. Common pools of
coherently collected data facilitate this
learning process.
+ HaTrd data helps focus discusion. An
issue is less debatable when it is grounded in actual information rather than
opinions and assumptions.

Metric types. Three kiiids of metric
are important in the postmortem
process: metrics of cost, schedule, and
quality. Each of these represents a distinct element of the project. Here are a
few sample metrics, by category.
Cost mwics:
+ person-months of effort for each
of the major roles: development, quality, project management, marketing,
documentation, and so on;
+ total lines of code by function;
+ number of lines of code changed
or added by function; and
+ count of interfaces, and interfaces
added, changed, or deleted.
Schedule nzetrics:
+ original schedule,
+ history of schedule-slippage
events, and
+ analysis o f schedule predictability.
Qiialig mewics:
+ defects a t each stage of development, and
+ defect find and closure rates.
Tracking. T h e r e are many methods
for tracking these items. W h e n the
data has a subjective element, we provide a scale to choose froiii along with
some examples for the high and low
values. Given the subjectivity of the
measures, we found it valuable to collect data three times during the project: at the beginning, middle, and end.
This helped us understand what was
J U L Y 1996

over- or underestimated. T h e meaningful distinction with objective data is
whether or not there is a tool to aid in
the collection. W e have found no successful way to collect data without the
aid of a tool.
T h e data collected during this second step serves as input to the remaining steps.

STEP 3: DEBRIEFING MEETING
Debriefing meetings provide team
members with the opportunity to give
some direct feedback about the project
- including an in-depth view of what
in a strucdid and did not go well
tured, safe environment. It is an opportunity for project leadership to probe
deeper into observed effects - positive
and negative - and begin to track
down their root causes. Positive results
like improved processes or policies are
also captured. Survey results guide the
topics covered in the meeting, but participants often bring up new issues to
cover. T h e entire project team should
have an opportunity to participate.
However, there should be no more than
20 to 30 people in any single meeting.
Larger projects may require a series of
meetings.
~

Key roles. W e have found that
debriefing meetings succeed best when
three roles are filled:
+ Chair: encourages attendance, illuminates issues or questions that arise
and provides technical support for the
facilitator. T h e chair should be knowledgeable about the project and its
issues. T h e chair is usually a key player
on the project - a member of project
leadership or functional management
who represents the contendfunctional
areas being debriefed.
Coordinator: provides the infrastructure needed to support the meeting. T h e coordinator schedules the
meeting, recruits the facilitator, books
the conference room, and ensures that

+

the appropriate supplies are on hand.
During the meeting, the coordinator
acts as scribe.
+ Facilitator: leads the meeting,
providing focus, direction, and clarification, and ensures that participants feel safe. Preferably, the facilitator is not part of the project team
being debriefed.
Risks. Although potentially useful, the debriefing meetings entail
certain risks that need to be recognized up front:
+ Unless guided by a skilled facilitator, debriefings can evolve into “dumping” sessions by disgruntled team members who monopolize precious time and
often fixate on a single issue at the
expense of other, inore critical ones.
+ Managers and project leadership
can, by their language and defensiveness, establish an atmosphere that
inhibits participation.
+ Failure to capture and use debriefing information can also be a problem.
Participation in debriefing meetings
may be limited, but most projects
even healthy, successful ones - can
have debriefings that produce a plethora
of output. A project team of 1SO inembers who hold a dozen debriefing meetings can produce hundreds of flip-chart
pages of issues, comments, and solutions. Failure to capture is often the
result of the facilitator attempting to
serve as both scribe and facilitator, and
thus being unable to capture the volumes of output.
~

Key benefits. Despite the potential
pitfalls, debriefing meetings encourage
wide participation and provide perhaps
the most important postmortem byproduct: By allowing team members to
vent, debriefing meetings can provide a
cat h a r t i c , eve 11 therapeutic effect .
These pseudo-ceremonial meetings
can cleanse the air, empty old baggage,
and give team members the hope and
courage needed to attack the next project.

Beyond information. At this point in
t h e p i o ce ss , 1e ad e r s hi p t e a i m are
nearly s u b m e r g c d i n information
about the project. With survey results,
objective data, and debriefing minutes
in hand, they now have the means to
achieve substantial insight into problems and symptoms - but may be
overwhelmed by the magnitude of
information. T h e next step of the
postmortem process provides a mechanism to make sense of the data mass
and build a comnion vision of the real
causes of observed problems.

STEP 4: PROJECT HISTORY DAY

T h e Project History Day is perhaps
most important step of the postmortem
process. (See Alan Graham’s article
“Organizational Learning: Medical
IMetaphor and Corporate Practice” for a
description of the project history
method.’+) By combining reflective
analysis of project events with a rich
collection of actual project data, historyday participants now move the focus
from the general to the specific - and
eventually to a set of root causes that
can be acted upon.

Problem statement. Guided by information collected in the previous steps,
project leaders now forniiilate a problem statement that becomes the focus of

the day’s activities. For example, a project that was plagued with significant
schedule slippages might use this problem statement: “What are the root causes of events tlyat determined or af-fected
resources, schedule, and quality?”
Posted on the wall throughout the day,
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Figure 1. Thissample schedule-pYedictabi~i~i
chai-t plots the predicted milestone date
and the date the pyediction was made. The idenl is a horizosontal line iien7- the hoviznntal
axis, iFdicating short time t o nzmket and a schedule date that izezler slipped. The chmt
can be used to estikate the actual sta7rt ofproduction based o n slip rate. It nlso shozs the
amount of optimism about schedules at the beg-inning-ofp 7-njects.

sinack dab in their midst; that nagging
problem that no one was able to name
before - inuch less solve - becomes
gradually evident t o all. Project
History Day, when it works well, is like
filially being able to see the image hidden in a random dot stereogram or
Magic Eye picture. Like the stereogram viewer who suddenly catches on
to the trick that lets the image appear,
history-day participants now experience a gratifying “Aha!”

Results. To capture results, the team
identifies and describes on index cards
Activities. -& the Project History Day or “sticky notes” the top 20 or so root
this question becomes a constant
begins, participants should arrive with causes - the best answers to the probreminder of the investigation’sfocus.
Key team players who understand project events fresh in their minds: They lem statement. These casual statements
the issues relevant to the stated prob- have been given the complete set of are scrubbed for clarity and specificity
lem and their root causes are now postmortem information gathered to and grouped intuitively using an affinity
b r o u g h t together in t h e Project date and have reviewed their private diagram tool.’’ T h e groupings are
History Day meeting. A facilitator, stores of status reports, e-mail, meeting labeled, then prioritized by the team.
experienced in root-cause analysis and minutes, and so forth.T h e first step is to T h e last task of the day is to organize
qua 1i ty - man a g e in en t t o o 1s , take s examine a schedule-predictability chart the groupings by causal relationships.
Project History Days are psychologicharge of the day. Ideally, the event - a line graph depicting all predicted
should be scheduled for four to six and actual milestones. Figure 1 shows an cally and mentally exhausting, but
hours. It inay take more or less time example of this chart.’‘ After studying extremely fruitful. T h e results are usualdepending o n the diversity of t h e the chart, the team works together to ly clearly actionable and there is strong
groups’ perceptions, the project length, develop a detailed timeline of significant consensus among participants that the
project events from the initial concept conclusions ring true. N o w that the
and the number of issues.
(when did the project really start?) to team knows what happened on the proParticipants. Unlike the prior steps, product introduction. -& they examine ject, it is time t o share the lessons
this activity is not for the entire project the timeline, they are searching for those learned with the rest of the organization.
team. Assembling the right partici- key events that meet the criteria of the
pants is critical to the day’s success. In search identified in the problem statethe example above, for instance, the ment. As those events are identified, the STEP 5: PUBLISH THE
team should include those who not team completes root-cause analysis on
By the end of the Project History
only know the events that affected each event, ashng in each case, “Why
schedule, quality, and resources, but did this occur?” and looking for the Day, the team has developed substantial
also know why the events happened. causes of events and the causes of the insight into the project’s softwareT h e participants and observers should causes. This question is repeated until development process. But insight alone
have a deep understanding of t h e there are no new answers. Before long, doesn’t buy much in the marketplace;
issues and decisions that drove the there are a t 60 to 100 candidate root the postmortem can only be judged a
tnie success if that insight is turned into
project, as well as the reasons behind causes posted on the event timeline.
As bits and pieces of the project action. T h e last step of the postmortem
those decisions. This could include
inembers of the engineering group problems are plucked from memory process is focused on recycling lessons
(quality and development), the mar- and posted around the room, the team learned into improvements in the develketing team, the project management begins t o f o r m a new and deeper opment process.
In this step, the leadership team
team, and any others involved in the insight, and, increasingly, a joint
project’s most challenging problems. insight into their product-development summarizes its findings and publishes
Ideally, the group should be limited to system. At this point, teams may finally the summary in the form of an “Open
be able to see the “bleeding elephant” Letter to Project Teams.” T h e audience
six or eight people.
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for the letter is management, project
participants, peers, and the other project teams in the organization. T h e
open letter is made up of four parts:
+ Pruject Descriptioa: a brief project
overview including the type of product
and pertinent iuforrnation related to tlie
unique circumstances of the development effort.
+ The Guud: a summary delineating
the positive findings identified in the
postmortem. Usually, these are infrastructure improvements, process
changes, and tools that were developed
during the project.
+ The Bad: a summary of the three
worst factors that impeded the teams’
ability to meet goals. These are often
the top three items listed in the last step
of the Project History Day.
+ The Ugly: a prescription for
improvement. Typically, tlie postmortem team selects one key issue or
problem - the one thing that is so
important that it must be fixed before
they start work on another project.
They provide a clear and precise problem description so that everyone will be
able to observe if and when it is truly
fixed. In the improvement recommendation, the team includes specific metrics to capture the extent of the problem
and reveal changes as things improve.
T h e Dostmortem is now comdete.
but the organization’s due diligence i
I

I

does not stop here. Long-term success words. There can be a powerful magic
requires that the organization now go in these postmortem stories: Managers
that extra mile to turn what “everybody can’t help but gain insight into how
knows” into what “everybody does.” they contribute t o problems that
Analysis of postmortem results often impede project development.
+ Assign each lesson learned to a
indicates that changes in practices must
occur at all organizational levels, from person in the organization who will be
executive management to individual held responsible for investigating and
implementing a solution. Ultimately, no
contributors.
To insure that the organization prof- changes will occur in the organization
its from postmortem lessons learned, unless someone is held responsible.
we’ve compiled a few suggestions.
+ Store all postmortem output including survey results, debriefing
minutes, objective project data, schedhe success of the postmortenule-predictability graphs, affinity docuor of any learning processments, and the postmortem summary
- in a central repository accessible to
demands a context that makes organieveryone in the organization.
zational learning possible.6 Manage+ Categorize all lessons learned by ment must make an honest and sinfunctional area or the process they cere c o m m i t m e n t to establish this
affect. Assign each item to a specific context. T h i s c o m m i t m e n t should
person on die next project, and charter take the form of a public resolution to
that person to investigate the lesson implement risk management on sublearned and report back to the leader- sequent projects and to make all postship team on whether or not it is a risk mortem findings input to that riskfor the new project, and if so, how the management effort. After all, lessons
learned the hard way on past projects
risk will be addressed.
+ Present the results of one post- are, if nothing else, risks for future
mortem at each of upper management’s projects. Participants are empowered
regularly scheduled organizational when they know that each issue raised
reviews. Have leadership team members during the postmortem process must
present the open letter from their post- be added to the risk database and evalmortem and the results of the affiniw- uated methodically o n each subse4
diagramming activity in their own quent project.

T
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"Project management in information systems: this career path is going to be a growing
opportunity into the next decade. , .If is the career track to be in.. ..People who have those
skills and apply them effectively ore going to be in demand and able to write their own ticket.
". . . being certified, belonging to the Project Managemenf Institute is going to help IS
professionals do that."
For more than 25 years, the Project Management Institute (PMI), an
international, non-profit professional association, has been helping project
managers in a wide range of professions and disciplines,including information systems, to manage projects better.
Our 16,000-plusand growing members are developing their project
management skills-and their careers-using PMI's project management
body of knowledge, education programs and Project Management Professional (PMP) certification. Plus, the PMP is recognized and endorsed by
large organizations worldwide.
Let the Project Management Institute help you manage projects more
effectively-and write your career ticket. For more information about PMI,
membership and our certification program, call 610-734-3330.
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